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Using the Lunar Calendar


Dear Friends,


 I am very pleased to share with you this Lunar Calendar based on specific techniques of Vedic Astrology. It is 
important to understand a little bit about what is shown in the calendar so that you can use make good use of it:


• The calendar primarily maps out the ‘tājika aspects’ the Moon is applying towards at any given time. The Moon 
represents the general flow of events; therefor an activity commenced while the Moon is applying towards positive 
aspects will tend to unfold more harmoniously. These favorable times are colored green in the calendar. 


• An activity commenced while the Moon is applying towards challenging aspects will tend to unfold with less ease. 
These times are colored blue. 
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• I have factored in other variables pertaining to the condition of the Moon such as when the Moon is dark and 
waning, or in the juncture point between water and fire constellations (and thus ‘gaṇḍānta’). These are unfavorable 
times to commence activities and are best avoided when possible. They are also colored blue. 


• Lastly, when other more complex factors  coincide with the above considerations, creating more confluence - 2

whether favorable or unfavorable - I have taken that into account by adding more “green” or “blue” during that 
particular period of time.


 This technique is similar to that which determines “opportunity periods” in Llewellyn’s Daily Planetary Guide. Here the concept 1

has been adapted to fit into the framework of Vedic Astrology. 

 Mostly ‘pañcāṅga yogas’, something Vedic Astrologers will be familiar with.2
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Please keep in mind…


This calendar as a stand-alone tool is meant to be used lightly for activities of minor importance. Some possible 
examples include:


• Initiating important conversations or communications (such as emails, phone calls, etc.)

• Beginning small projects. 

• Holding meetings or events of minor importance. 

• Implementing therapies of minor importance. 


 For activities of major importance, such as marriage, starting a business, long journeys, surgery, beginning a 
new job, etc., the factors mapped out in the calendar are not enough on their own. In such cases it is best to consult 
an astrologer who can select a proper muhūrta if one wishes to receive the full benefits of “doing the right thing at 
the right time”, astrologically speaking. 


 I hope the above guidelines give you a clear sense of both the usefulness as well as the inevitable limitations 
of a simple calendar. Selecting a proper muhūrta for events of high importance is a complex art which takes years of 
study to master. Yet, the premise of this calendar is that some astrological awareness is bound to be of benefit - and 
those first steps of astrological awareness are what I humbly intend to share. 


 Just remember - use the calendar lightly. Favor the green times for beginning things and avoid the blue times 
when possible. When there is neither green nor blue, the time is more neutral. Experiment and observe. Learn 
through your own experience. Over time you will get a feel for how much weight to give what is indicated, alongside 
the other practical considerations of life. 
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 This calendar uses the Sidereal Zodiac (based on the stars) - thus the constellation that the Moon is in at any 
particular time will usually differ from the sign the Moon is placed in according to Western Astrology, which uses the 
Tropical Zodiac. 


 Please note that the calendar is in Pacific Daylight Time, if you are in another timezone, simply adjust 
accordingly. For example, add 3 hours to all times given if your timezone is EDT. The indications in the calendar do not 
change from location to location; what is mapped out is unfolding at the same moment in “absolute time”, from any 
vantage point on earth. 


 For those interested in studying more deeply the art of choosing favorable times according to Vedic Astrology, I 
recommend the book Muhurta: Traditional and Modern by K. K. Joshi. Lessons are also available; for more information 
visit my website below. 


Warm Regards,


Greg Stein 

August, 2021 - Scappoose, Oregon


VedicHealing108.com


Graphic design by Isabel Patino: 

Isabelpatinodesign@gmail.com
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Guide to Reading the Calendar


SU - Sun

MO - Moon

MA - Mars

ME - Mercury

JU - Jupiter

VE - Venus

SA - Saturn

RA - Rahu

KE - Ketu


ARI - Aries

TAU - Taurus

GEM - Gemini

CAN - Cancer

LEO - Leo 

VIR - Virgo

LIB - Libra

SCO - Scorpio

SAG - Sagittarius

CAP - Capricorn

AQU - Aquarius

PIS - Pisces
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The lines on the top of each day divide 
the day into four six-hour periods:


        0:00    6:00    12:00   18:00   24:00




Note to Vedic Astrologers


 I originally started creating this lunar calendar for my own practice, since none of the present Vedic Astrology 
programs display this information in this manner. My interest was to consider Tājika principles in the selection of a 
muhūrta in addition to the more classical components. In practice, when selecting a “proper muhūrta” for a major 
event, I would also pay attention any applying aspects involving the lagna lord in addition to that of the Moon. 


 I feel confident that paying attention to these factors in the selection of a muhūrta is of great value. Some 

recommended books for astrologers interested in learning more about Tājika Jyotiṣa:


Christian Astrology, Books 1 & 2 by William Lilly


Prashna Shastra, Volumes 1 & 2 by Deepak Kapoor


A Textbook of Varshaphala by Dr. K S Charak
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MO   MA@14:46

MO   SA@7:10
MO   SU@10:34MO   SU@18:57MO   SU@0:35

MO   ME@21:18

MO   MA@4:02
MO   SA@9:43

Wednesday Friday

MO   VE@21:48
MO   JU@14:03MO   ME@18:01
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7:02 4:12 9:59 23:3711:55

11:38

4:52 13:00

16:58

19:10 3:14 11:46 16:43 4:00 6:05 11:05

8:23 20:37 11:47 23:05

12:54 5:46 11:52 20:00 2:57 15:38 19:38 7:45 12:43

16:15 8:36 16:07 11:34 18:17 13:13

MO   VE@4:58

MO   JU@7:22
MO in LEO@5:37

MO   SU@17:52

Labor Day Rosh Hashanah

MO in GEM

Favor Avoid

MO   SU@17:52
MO   ME@4:46

MO in SCO@15:43
MO   SU@7:08

MO   VE@15:24

MO in CAN@21:50
MO   MA@18:16

MO   ME@21:45
MO   SA@23:55

MO in VIR@10:20
MO   MA@12:24

MO   SU@13:39

MO   JU@18:38
MO in SAG@18:35

MO   ME@7:31
MO   KE@9:35
MO   SA@14:18

MO   VE@7:26 MO in PIS@9:21
MO   SU@16:55

MO   SA@9:29

MO   ME@14:41

MO in CAP@22:13
MO   SU@21:07 MO   MA@10:19 MO   ME@22:36

MO   SA@21:14
MO   VE@21:03

MO in LIB@13:15 MO   SA@11:53

MO   JU@16:42

MO   ME@19:05
MO in ARI@18:14

MO   SA@19:40 MO   VE@13:16

MO   MA@8:59
MO   SA@7:57

MO   RA@0:33
MO   MA@1:17MO   JU@16:25

MO in GEM@18:45
MO   ME@7:49

MO   VE@2:44
MO in CAN@6:35

MO   MA@22:33
MO   JU@16:08

MO in AQU@2:56
MO   JU@2:14

MO in TAU@5:47
MO   JU@3:49

MO   VE@12:21

23:37 to 9/05, 11:38

MO   MA@3:57

Sextile Opposition
The timings above are in Pacific Daylight Time.  In other timezones, adjust accordingly. 
For example, add 3 hours to all times given if your timezone is EDT.TrineConjunction Square

*Gandānta MO

*Gandānta MO - 12:54
9/13 to 9/14, 0:17

*Gandānta MO 
11:47 to 9/23, 0:44
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